The correlation between the diameter and the internodal length of myelinated nerve fibers have been investigated by a large number of authors.
It has been noticed since Ranvier (1878) and K b 1-lik e r (1896) for the present purpose, of which one was the longest, and even in this case (Fig. 1) at the region close to the ganglion IX to which the fiber belonged, isolation was too difficult to be continued. Consequently it was left untouched together with other adjacent fibers, ten in number.
The remaining part of the ganglion and nerve fibers of the ventral root had been removed previously. Table 1 . Measurements of the fiber shown in Fig. 1 Table 2 shows the results of measurements of two other fibers together with a part of the data presented in Table 1 . The measurements of these two fibers also prove the fact above stated. They Table 2 . Comparison of three nerve fibers. D: Diameter, I: Internodal length.
were followed to the first bifurcation in the subcutaneous tissue, one of which was isolated up to the ganglion.
The fiber isolated from a shorter nerve (No. 10 rarnus cutineus dcrsalis lateralis n. spinalis VII) indicates an interesting fact, that when the distance from the ganglion to the skin is shorter, the fiber is thinner at the ganglion (No. 10). Moreover, it is evident from the comparison of the three fibers in the table that regardless of the entire length of the fiber, the rate at which its diameter increases from the cutaneous rami towards the ganglion is nearly the same.
It was noticed during the isolation, that a node never be adjacent to each other ; nodes of adjacent nerve fibers were apart from each other mostly at a distance of several tens or more micra with the exception at 8 places where two nodes were in contact after having been examined at 519 places at various levels of nerves.
Discussion
The technique used for the present work was simple but difficult to do, therefore, materials subjected to measurements were very small in number, while the data obtained were conclusive as they were based on the continuous and definitely identified sensory fiber unlike the statistical data obtained from the disintegrated nerve fibers of various nature by the previous authors stated above including the present author ('48). Those fibers, for instance in the sciatic nerve, consist of sensory motor and autonomic fibers ; some of them run for a short distance to innervate the proximal organs and others go up to the tip of the foot.
It is interesting to compare the present results with those reported by Thiel ('57). There is no marked tendency of gradual decrease in diameter and internodal length of the fibers to the cat muscle.
Whether or not, it is due to the difference of animal species or of the nature of nerve fibers ; sensory (proprioceptive or exteroceptive) or motor, or to insufficiency of data obtained stands to question.
For this, proprioceptive and motor fibers in the frog, or exteroceptive fibers in the cat have to be studied. It is, however, necessary, in any case, to obtain more materials with ease by improving isolation technique. It also needs further evidence in this sense for the same rate ' of decrement in diameter and length of internodes of fibers in the nerves of different lengths presumed from the comparison of three fibers presented in table 2.
Toughness of the nodes of Ranvier has been impressed through the present and previous work ('48), while de Rênyi ('29) proved it in a living nerve fiber of the frog. Characteristic modes of termination of the myelin sheath and S c h w a n n cell revealed by electron microscope (R o b e r t so n, '57) appears to substantiate this character of the node. The fact that nodes of adjacent nerve fibers were very rarely abreast is probably related to the saltatory conduction of the nerve impulse.
Summary
A few single, continuous sensory nerve fibers were isolated from the fixed nerves of the frog and the relationship between their diameter and internodal length was studied. Some characteristic features of the node of Ranvier were briefly discussed.
